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COVID Vaccine Shots Offer ‘Very Limited Protection,
If Any’ after Claiming Shot Was ‘100% Effective’
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***

Pfizer is  making headlines again after  the CEO of  the controversial  company Albert  Bourla
made a recent statement about the efficiency of the COVID shot. 

He recently said in a video that’s all  over Twitter that two shots of the covid vaccine offer
limited protection against covid 19, “if any.”

Check out the relevant tweet below:

Pfizer CEO: “Two doses of the vaccine offers very limited protection, if  any. 3
doses  with  a  booster  offer  reasonable  protection  against  hospitalization  and
deaths.  Less  protection  against  infection.”@US_FDA  -Come  get  your  boy!

pic.twitter.com/PPRJjbyKjY

— Tyler Carditis (@TyCardon) January 10, 2022

The controversial video triggered massive backlash considering the fact that back in 2021,
the CEO of  Pfizer  was claiming that  the vaccine his  company created in 100% effective in
preventing covid 19 cases.  The has been taken off Twitter,  but  you can still  see it  on this
website.

Check out his tweet from April 2021:

Excited to share that updated analysis from our Phase 3 study with BioNTech
also  showed  that  our  COVID-19  vaccine  was  100%  effective  in  preventing
#COVID19  cases  in  South  Africa.  100%!  https://t.co/E2ksTJSopU
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— Albert Bourla (@AlbertBourla) April 1, 2021

The internet is filled with a lack of trust these days, after such contracting affirmations.

New Omicron Pfizer vaccine will soon be out 

Earlier  today,  we revealed that  Pfizer  CEO Albert  Bourla  on Monday said  two doses  of  the
company’s vaccine may not provide strong protection against infection from the Omicron
Covid variant.

More than that, it’s been also revealed that the original shots have also lost some of their
efficacy at preventing hospitalization.

https://twitter.com/AlbertBourla/status/1377618480527257606?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/pfizer-ceo-says-omicron-variant-targeted-vaccine-is-most-likely-outcome-2022-01-10/
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He also stated the following:

“The third dose of the current vaccine is providing quite good protection against deaths,
and decent protection against hospitalizations.”

He also made sure to explain the fact that this variant of the virus is a more difficult target
than previous variants.

“Omicron, which has dozens of mutations, can evade some of the protection provided
by Pfizer’s original two shots.”

FDA and Pfizer controversy

There has been a massive scandal involving the fact that the FDA asked for 75 years to
produce Pfizer vaccine safety data. Now, it seems that things are changing, and you should
check out the latest reports on the issue below.

It’s been just reported that the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) will have eight
months — not the 75 years it requested — to release all documents related to the licensing
of Pfizer’s Comirnaty covid vaccine. This is what a federal judge ruled a few days ago.

Also, make sure to check out the latest scandal involving the virus as we revealed earlier
today. And take a look at an extremely interesting interview that Joe Rogan had with the
mRNA inventor, Robert Malone. 

*
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